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We at Eclerx, are leaders in transitioning, managing and transforming complex business-facing functions for the world’s
largest leading companies across financial services, cable & telecom, retail, fashion, as well as software and high-tech.
Founded in the year 2000, Eclerx now boasts of over 9000 employees based across its offices in India, US, UK and Singapore.
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We shall now take a quick glance at the verticals that we cater our services to. eClerx Customer Operations specializes in
providing operational expertise and process excellence throughout the customer journey. We create solutions and services,
utilizing our domain knowledge that supports our clients’ evolving needs.
eClerx Digital is the trusted partner of choice to many of the world’s largest global brands for creative production, ecommerce / web operations and analytics and insights services. We help clients maximize the results of their digital activities
across the customer journey.
For financial organizations across the world, eClerx Markets offers consulting, technological innovation, and process
management expertise to solve numerous operational challenges.
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Moving on to Section 1
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We Participate in several industry panels that debate success strategies and challenges faced under current regulatory and
economic conditions.
Eclerx believes in doing upfront investment towards innovation and pass the benefits to the clients.
Domain experts are deployed at client locations to provide execution support offshore of India.
eClerx conducts Employee Pulse survey, Satisfaction surveys, and Employee Connects with Human Resource Business
Partners (HRBPs).
Business reviews help understand customer requirements better and discuss any performance issues and future business
opportunities.
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Different stakeholders were involved in identifying the project opportunity:
Senior management had a discussion with the vertical lead during the Bi-weekly calls, Weekly meetings, Monthly updates
etc.
Client feedback was taken to understand their expectations and the best practices in the industry
Process leads were involved to understand the underlying process issues
Based on the inputs from each stakeholder, opportunities were identified for project initiation.
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Project selection was done based on 7 criteria, namely – Impact on client, Urgency, Cost, Risk Reduction, Complexity,
Productivity Improvement and Strategic value. Weights were assigned to each criteria and scoring parameters were
established. Based on the maximum score received, the project was selected.
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The project steering committee, considering the voice of business identified the various project metrics in selecting the
project and got it approved from the project approval team. Some of the opportunities being – TSR Improvement, Reduction
in transfer percentage, improving Interactive Troubleshooting Guide Percentage and AHT reduction for Audit process.
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The Project was selected based on the Total score received which is a Sum-product of the weights assigned to each criteria
and their respective scores. The project scored a total of 243 out of 300. Three criteria, namely: Impact on client, Urgency,
Productivity improvement received the highest individual scores.
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Our client is one of the largest cable and telecom companies in the world. Chat Customer Care is a function in eClerx that
includes interaction with customers of our client to resolve issues related to client services. It is a pure technical process
related to client systems and billing related information related to client services. One of the important KPI’s used by our
client to measure and compare the performance of different vendors is Transactional Sales Rate or TSR. It refers to selling
additional services of our client to existing customers and increase the customer base for our client. This helps our client to
increase the number of customers subscribing different services. The metric also has a Pay for Performance (PFP) bonus
associated.
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The project goal was to increase the Transactional Sales Rate (TSR) conversion from current 0.91% to greater than 1.75% by
June 2018 without affecting the RepSat for Issue Resolved chats. There were some additional potential benefits like process
improvement, competitive edge for eclerx, increase in revenue and better performance. At the client end, this would help
achieve additional sales and revenue, and a larger customer base.
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The project specific goals and success measures were established:
a) At the organizational level, the project would help achieve enhanced customer satisfaction and service excellence
b) At the program level, the client satisfaction would be improved with optimal utilization of resource
c) At the project level, the goal is to increase TSR%, client customer base, improvement in repast and increase in revenue.
In addition to the above, there were some additional success measures:
• Meeting project timelines
• Resource availability from other teams as planned
• Keeping the project cost within budget
• Keeping the process employee friendly
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Moving forward to section 2
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This is the project charter for the project. Briefly, CHAT Repair is concerned with customers reaching client website for
account related and repair issues. The chat process includes Greeting / Issue identification, Authentication, Resolution with
UID password and Repair issues, TSR (Transactional Sales Rate), Customer Guarantee, CSAT Survey, Additional Assistance and
Closing. eClerx adds value in providing timely and efficient solutions to client’s customers by readily resolving the issues faced
by them within the timelines agreed upon. TSR % of CHAT site for last 4 fiscals (Sep’17, Oct 17, Nov’17 & Dec17) stands at
0.91% & the RepSat for Issue Resolved is at 96.5%. Hence we targeted to Improve the TSR Conversion from current 0.91% to
1.75% by June-2018 without affecting the RepSat for Issue Resolved (greater than 95%).
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The Goal of the project was to increase the Transactional Sales Rate (TSR) conversion from current 0.91% to greater than
1.75% by June 2018 without affecting the RepSat for Issue Resolved chats. The RepSat for Issue Resolved chats to be greater
than 95%.
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The causes and the solutions were unknown therefore as per the project selection criteria of eClerx we need to use either
DMAIC or DMADV approach.
Since the project falls into the improvement category, we applied the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and
Control) methodology of six sigma to arrive at the solution.
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The processes – TSR pitching, Software changes, Training, MIS and Daily reporting, additional infrastructure requirement
were considered as In-Scope of the project. All Third party audit procedures, calibration, client portals and reports were kept
out of scope of the project.
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Some general and project specific expectations were set with all the stakeholders with defined timelines and acceptance
criteria for each. For example, the Knowledge Management team would update the SOPs and other documents for every
change in the process, the IT team would provide access to shared databases and other tools as and when required, the
Quality control team would support in validating and updating the risk document like Process Maps and FMEAs post the
implementation of the solution, etc.
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A Gantt chart was prepared to plan the entire project end-to-end, All the activities involved were given clear durations and
the entire project was scheduled to complete in about four months. The project started on 15 January 2018 and was
expected to be completed by 14 June 2018.
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The projected was budgeted at $15,550 with the breakup for each phase of DMAIC as mentioned in the slide. This also
includes the budget required for sustenance activities.
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Here, we have the risks involved in the project, the concerned stakeholders, how these risks were monitored and the
mitigation plan around them. It also talks about the phases in which these risks could arise. For example, there is always a
risk of the process getting rolled off at any time during the course of the project with all our investment going in vain. This
was monitored by the senior management continuously communicating with the client. Similarly, there were other risks such
as data sharing, reluctance in using new tool, budget overshooting, etc. For each of these risks, the concerned stakeholders
were continuously updated and proper mitigation plans designed.
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Moving forward to Section 3
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Chat interactions between the customers and agents on client tools served as inputs for the projects. These chats were
checked for customer issues TSR was pitched as per the available package. The final output was shared with the client.
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Both internal and external stakeholders were involved in the project like the IT, Knowledge Management, MIS, Agent,
Customer, etc. This slides talks about who these were and what role did each of them play in the successful completion of the
project. A score was given to each stakeholder based on their influence on and interest in the project. This shows that agent,
software team, KM team, team leads were the most important stakeholder, followed by client, software team, MIS team and
customer.
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The project sponsor was Vaibhav Kumar and project champion was Anthony Monteiro. Project Sponsor was updated about
the proceedings of the project at regular intervals. A review meeting was done weekly, progress review update was provided
monthly and tollgate reviews were done based on the charter milestone. The project was strategically important to us as it
helped us explore new technologies being used in customer care with future scope of deployment in other processes.
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As seen in this table, we identified 3 areas for knowledge and skill development for success of this project. Assessments were
done to determine the skills that are already available and the ones that need to be acquired.
1. Based on our assessment, it was concluded that the stake holders already had the required level of domain & process
knowledge
2. For Quality Training, as per eClerx Quality framework, the Project Lead had to undergo a 3 day Six Sigma Green Belt, and 2
day Lean Methodologies training program. For project team members and process owners, a basic understanding of Lean Six
Sigma methodology and Basic Quality tools training was organized
3. On Skills part, most of the listed skills are already a part of mandatory soft skill trainings that all employees undergo in
eClerx. We additionally conducted sessions on Project Management and Conflict Management for project team and process
owners
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This table gives a brief about the trainings conducted as a part of preparing the team for the project, the participants in
training sessions and the expected outcome from the trainings. Basic process training was conducted for the Quality team
wherein the basic concepts of Chat process and the overall business scenario were covered. This was done to ensure that the
quality team was able to understand the steps followed in the Chat process.
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We used an ARMI matrix to determine the roles of each project member during the DMAIC phase.
The roles & responsibilities of each member is displayed on the slide. The slide also gives details regarding the expectations
and bandwidth required from each role.
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In order to get the team prepared, we started conducting project kick off meetings with sponsor and champion. A meeting
was also done with the project team. The objective was to reiterate the project goals, timelines and gather required support.
Project plan was shared with all the stakeholders. We also created common email distribution list that included all
stakeholders. A common repository for project documentation was created using SharePoint.
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As a team we decided on specific deliverables and frequencies for team routines. Tollgate reviews were scheduled after
completion of each phase. We also decided on team’s responsibility for deliverables like sharing minutes of meeting, and
updating project documentation. For communication, the team decided to meet every week to discuss the progress of the
project.
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Moving forward to section 4
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The project deliverables were divided into 5 phases, i.e. Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC) of six sigma
as depicted in the slide at a high level.
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We used the tools mentioned in the slide in each DMAIC phase.
VOC, VOB, SIPOC and Threat & Opportunity matrix were used to clearly understand the customer requirements and to define
the problem.
We used brainstorming technique to come up with all the possible parameters were data needed to be collected and
prepared a data collection plan for the same.
Again, Brainstorming with an SME was done to understand the different ways to improve the audit coverage and click level
process maps were prepared to clearly understand the gaps in the process and improvement areas.
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Value stream mapping was done to understand the process cycle efficiency and 5 why analysis helped us in finding the root
cause of the problem.
In the improve phase, Analogy technique was used to come up with the possible solutions and pay-off matrix helped us in
narrowing them down to the vital few. Further, hypothesis testing was used to validate the results of the pilot test conducted
after implementation of all solutions.
Monitoring and response plan was created in the control phase and the performance was tracked using control charts.
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Outputs from the tools used were critical in each stage of the project. The Voices gave us a clear picture of the customer
requirement, Two parameters of data collection were identified from the brainstorming session in measure phase, 12
possible parameters were identified that could possibly improve the TSR coverage.
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13 solutions and 4 root causes were identified, out of which 5 solutions were shortlisted that were based on the solution
selection matrix. 2-proportion test was used to check if the TSR% was greater than floor TSR%. Through Control charts we
were able to identify days on which the process was going out of control.
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We identified the stakeholder groups that would be involved in arriving at final root causes from the list of all possible causes.
The stakeholder groups were trained on the use of these tools before practically applying them in the project. The slide gives
details about – Who was trained, How was the team prepared, Duration of training session & the expected outcome from the
training sessions.
a) The senior management was trained on how to Analyze the voice of customer and voice of business and how to do a
critical to quality drill-down.
b) The project lead and process owners were taught how to prepare a SIPOC, Threat & Opportunity matrix, defining process
parameters and brainstorming techniques
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A session on data collection plan and preparing click level process maps was conducted. Also, sessions were conducted on
preparing value stream maps, 5 why analysis and creating solution selection matrix.
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Lastly, training sessions were also conducted for focus group discussion, Hypothesis testing, monitoring and response plan
and control charts. In all, around 11.5 hours’ worth of training sessions were conducted for different stakeholder groups.
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Risks involved in the project along with the mitigation plan were laid out. All the concerned stakeholders were apprised about
the risk arising during each phase of the project. Client was looped in all critical communications and sign-offs were taken
from the concerned parties after completion of each phase. Detailed updates about the progress of the project was shared in
each tollgate review.
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There were some resistances from the concerned parties and this slide highlights such resistances along with how each of
them was addressed. The senior management was skeptical about the influence of TSR on repast which was addressed by
taking RepSat as the counter metric for the project. The client was initially not accepting the fact that there was an issue with
their tool which was handled by the senior management and the software team.
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The team involvement and communication details are listed in this slide. We received complete support from the
stakeholders in identifying the solution and completion of this phase on time.
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Moving to section 5
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In this section, I would give you a walkthrough of different phases of the project and how some tools were applied during
each phase. Firstly, the define phase involved the usage of SIPOC matrix. This clearly defined our suppliers, Inputs, process,
outputs and customers. For example, the stakeholders identified with respect to the process were Agents, Software team and
Training / KM team. Similarly, the outputs of the process were identified as TSR sale completed, Chats without TSR and
Incomplete chats & the corresponding stakeholder was identified as MIS team.
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Secondly, Threat and opportunity matrix was used to anticipate both at short term and long term levels. The measure Phase
started with clearly defining the process parameters like our Project Y, which was TSR percentage, the specification limits,
definition of defect, unit and opportunity.
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We also conducted brainstorming session to arrive at the parameters on which data should be collected. Total 7 parameters
came up during the session which were reduced to 3 major ones with the help of voting.
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This is a glimpse of the data collection plan that was created for the project. Data was collected around 3 major parameters,
namely.
a)TSR Pitch Percentage ~ 16.2%
b) Customer drops chat interaction in confirmation stage: ~2%
c) TSR in internal tool = 0.95%
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We validated the current measurement system for TSR % using logical validation wherein we verified the data capturing,
storing and retrieving process. We also validated the programmed definition of TSR against the operational definition.
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During the Analyze phase, brainstorming was done to see the possible causes. 13 ideas were generated during the session. A
control impact matrix helped us narrow down these 13 ideas to 6 high control – high impact causes.
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For analysing the process and identifying gaps, we created a Mid Level Process Map for the process. However, screenshots for
the actual click level process maps have also been included.
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We used 5 why analysis to arrive at the root causes out of the 6 causes identified. These were:
a) Procedure for taking customer consent
b) Knowledge gap & client error tool
c) Low troubleshooting guide utilization
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We conducted a Hypothesis test to check if Troubleshooting guide usage would help agents get more issue resolved chat
interactions and therefore help improve the TSR pitch percentage and concluded that Troubleshooting guide usage has an
impact on Issue Resolved.
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In the solution brainstorming stage, for each of the root causes, some possible solutions were identified with the help of the
subject matter experts, Project Lead, and process owners which are as mentioned in the slide. For example, to address the
root cause of Low troubleshooting guide utilisation, we identified two possible solutions – Introducing a poka yoke in the
tools & Circulation of a daily report on usage of guide.
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These possible solutions were scored against 6 parameters such as ease of execution, impact on process, cost, accuracy,
adaptability and scalability and based on the total score received three solutions were shortlisted one for each root cause.
These were:
a. Introduce a Poka-Yoke in the Troubleshooting tool for capturing the CHAT ID after every chat interaction
b. Circulate a report daily on the Troubleshooting guide usage of the agents
c. Prepare CHAT flow and cascaded to agents, Take client approval for sending approval to customer over phone/email,
Initiate a remedial training program, Identify individual level improvement areas through assessments, Introduce support
teams for agents to help understand packages
d. Cross check sales of eClerx on client tool and internal workflow tool and introduce a new auto report to calculate missing
sales
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A pilot study was done before holistic implementation of the solutions, the results for which were validated using hypothesis
testing. For pilot test audit coverage, the p-value was found to be greater than 0.05 as per 95% CI, hence we failed to reject
the null hypothesis Troubleshooting guide usage has an impact on Issue Resolved.
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Similar hypothesis test was conducted for RepSat of Pilot group and again the p-value was found to be greater than 0.05 as
per 95% CI, hence we failed to reject the null hypothesis.
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Cost Benefit analysis of the project was done which clearly stated that the benefits derived from this project are far greater
than the cost incurred.
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We were able to achieve 1.96% TSR and 96.8% RepSat for Issue Resolved Chats. There were some additional benefits because
of the project which have been mentioned in the slide above.
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In order to sustain our achievements,
a) Weekly tracking and reporting of audit coverage and quality scores was done,
b) SOPs were updated
c) Training plans were created
d) Team competencies were remapped
e) SAP Litmos was introduced for training sessions.
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Monitoring plan was created to monitor the changes that came about after implementing the project, ownership for each
was assigned to respective teams and a proper response plan was created along with the frequency of monitoring the
situation.
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Control chart was created to check and ensure that the process did not go out of control due to the changes made. All the
points were well within the control limits.
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The success story of the project was communicated to all the stakeholders involved:
1. Emails were circulated to internal teams,
2. The client was apprised through calls and business review meetings
3. Formal project presentation was made by the project lead giving new process walkthrough
4. Project closure sign-off was done and email circulated.
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This project was presented to the Sponsor and then later to a wider audience in the Annual Quality event. The project
approach and the impact were much appreciated by the senior management.
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